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‘Call Failed’
Low or no cell phone signal in several campus buildings

Medical
school plans
coming along
UT System vice chancellor
details developments

By Victoria Brito
THE COLLEGIAN

Walking through campus you may
notice that your phone is not picking
up a signal. Dropped calls, missed text
messages and no data availability have
been a common problem on the UTBrownsville campus for some time now.
Fitra Khan, UT-Brownsville’s chief
technology officer of Information
Technology Services and director of
Enterprise Infrastructure, is familiar
with the issue.
“We knew about that problem and
I’ve seen that AT&T and Sprint have
the lowest signals,” Khan said. “We
requested AT&T, but they haven’t made
a case to their corporate [office] to invest
in putting a tower here.”
The Collegian attempted to interview
AT&T officials regarding the issue.
The company asked for the interview
questions in advance, but following
standard journalism practice, the
newspaper refused.
On Jan. 31, AT&T spokeswoman Lisa
Marie Gomez e-mailed this statement to
The Collegian:
“AT&T is committed to providing the
best network coverage possible for the
students, faculty, staff and visitors at
the University of Texas at Brownsville
campus. Several years ago we added
a Cell on Wheels to boost service on

See SIGNAL, Page 6

By Anthony Cano
THE COLLEGIAN

The
process
of
establishing
a
medical school in
the
Rio
Grande
Valley is “moving
quite smoothly,” a
University of Texas
System official says.
“Current plan is
Kenneth Shine
to matriculate first
students [of the] medical school in the
fall of 2016. The process of accreditation
has begun. The [UT System board of]
regents just approved … the movement
forward on the construction of a medical
school building, which will be at UT-Pan
Am on the Regional Academic Health
Center space, but the medical school itself

See DEAN, Page 6

Correction

Cleiri Quezada/Collegian
Cell phone calls will not go through in the Student Union.

Betting on a winner

An article published Feb. 3 about UTBrownsville’s new dean of students
incorrectly identified Stephen Cisneros
as a student development specialist
for Student Engagement. Cisneros is
assistant director of Residential Life.

WE COMPLAINED, THEY RESPONDED

Oscar-winning producer describes’50 to1’ appeal
City of Brownsville Public
Works employees Raul Orozco
(left) and Jorge Silva fill one
of the many potholes on
Ringgold Road, which serves
as the boundary between
UT-Brownsville and Texas
Southmost College.

Alberto Garcia/Collegian Photos

Courtesy Photo

Producer and director Jim Wilson (right) speaks with actors Christian Kane (left) and Skeet Ulrich
during filming of the upcoming movie, “50 to 1,” on location in Anthony, N.M.

By Magaly Rosales
SPANISH EDITOR

If you like horses, cowboys and betting

on races, you might want to see “50 to 1,”
by Oscar-winning producer Jim Wilson.

See FILM, Page 7

A steamroller levels the
surface of Ringgold Road
after City of Brownsville
Public Works employees
pour the asphalt.
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Voting pact

UT-Brownsville and the Advocacy
Alliance Center of Texas Now will
sign an agreement to work together
to increase voter participation and
education efforts among the campus
community at 2 p.m. today in the Main
Building’s Salón Cassia. UTB Provost
Alan Artibise, AACT Now President
Luzelma
Canales and campus
representatives will speak about the
importance of the agreement during the
event. For more information, call Center
for Civic Engagement Coordinator
Estela Martinez at 882-4300.

sessions will take place from 8:30 to 10
a.m., 10:30 a.m. to noon and 1-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday and 8:30 to 10 a.m. and 10:1511:45 a.m. Wednesday. All sessions will
take place in the Main Building’s Salón
Cassia. A NASA/UTB student networking
reception will take place from 6 to 8 p.m.
Wednesday in Salón Cassia. Interview
sessions will take place from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Thursday, also in Salón Cassia. For
more information, e-mail Joey Key,
research assistant professor and director
of education and outreach for the Center
for Gravitational Wave Astronomy,
at jkey@phys.utb.edu.

Free tax return preparation

‘Faculty Show’

Tax professionals certified by the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
program will assist anyone (students,
staff, etc.) who earned under $58,000 last
year in filing their income tax return for
2013 at no charge. The assistance will be
available from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Thursday until Feb. 20 in Main
Building 1.100. You must provide your
Social Security number, or individual
taxpayer identification number, bank
information, 2012 personal identification
number or adjusted gross income, 1099s
and other income forms and W2s. The
service is sponsored by the United
Way and UT-Brownsville’s Office of
Financial Aid. For more information,
call Financial Aid Coordinator Daniel
Yarritu at 882-7890 or e-mail daniel.
yarritu1@utb.edu.

FAFSA
workshops

assistance

UT-Brownsville’s
Financial
Aid
Office will offer Free Application
for Federal Student Aid assistance
workshops from 5 to 7 p.m. today, Feb.
17, 18, 26 and 27 and March 5, 6, 18
and 26 in the Enrollment Center at the
Tower in the Main Building. For more
information, call the Financial Aid
Office at 882-8277.

NASA internships

NASA scientists and education staff
will visit UT-Brownsville Tuesday and
Wednesday to recruit students for paid
summer internships. Information

An exhibit featuring the works of Visual
Arts faculty members Carlos G. Gómez,
Stephen Hawks, Julian Rodriguez
and Alejandro Macías opens with a
reception at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Art Gallery at Rusteberg Hall. The
works will be on exhibit until March.
7. Admission is $1. Gallery hours are 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 9-10
a.m. and noon-4 p.m. Friday. For more
information, e-mail Macías at alejandro.
macias1@utb.edu.

Cupid’s Corner

The Office of Student Engagement,
the Campus Activities Board and
the Office of Student Media will
sponsor Cupid’s Corner, the annual
Valentine’s Day celebration featuring
games, a marriage booth, a photo booth
and music by Mitch Clark, from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Friday in the Student Union’s
Gran Salón. Admission is free. For more
information, call the Office of Student
Engagement at 882-5138.

Free flu shots

Student
Health
Services will
administer flu shots at no charge to
UT-Brownsville students from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday in
Cortez Hall 237 while supplies last.
For more information, or to schedule
an appointment, call Secretary Rosie
Rivera at 882-3896.

Snack Bags

Student
Health
Services,
the
Brownsville
Ministerial
Association,
Food
Bank
of
Brownsville
and
Brownsville
Independent
School
District’s
“Youth Project” are working together
to provide snack bags to UT-Brownsville
students in need of emergency food
assistance from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday in Cortez Hall 237 while
supplies last. For more information, call
Secretary Rosie Rivera at 882-3896.

Yoga, Tai-Chi classes

The Campus Suicide Prevention
Program will host weekly yoga and
tai-chi classes on the Casa Bella lawn to
promote well-being on campus. Certified
Instructor Blanca Ramirez will host
the yoga classes from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
every Tuesday. Mats will be provided.
Certified Instructor Gabriel Sanchez
will host the tai-chi sessions from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. every Thursday. All classes are
available for students, faculty and staff
at no charge. For more information, call
Student Health Services Secretary Rosie
Rivera at 882-3896.

PWS Scholarship Fund

Applications are being accepted until
Feb. 28 for the Professional Women
Speak Scholarship. The organization
will award a $500 scholarship this
semester. For more information, call
Business Analyst Patricia Orozco at
882-7143 or e-mail patricia.orozco@utb.
edu.

‘Charro’ art show

“Charro,” an exhibit featuring works by
Gloria Bates, Bob Franklin, Manuel
Miranda, Peggy Paris, Carol Plumb,
Rosendo Sandoval and Ed Vomit,
continues through March at Galeria
409, 409 E. 13th St. in Brownsville.
The show consists of a variety of media
on the subject of charros and Charro
Days. Admission is free. Gallery hours
are noon to 5 p.m. Thursday through
Saturdays and by appointment. For
more information, call 455-3599.
--Compiled by Ana Cavazos
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SOCIAL MEDIA

POLICE REPORTS
The following are among the incidents
reported to University Police between
Jan. 26 and Feb. 1.

Jan. 26

1:18 a.m.: A University Police officer
approached four teenagers who were
parked in a Pontiac Sunfire in Lot B1 and
noticed the smell of marijuana coming
from the vehicle. The officer conducted
a search of the car and found half of a
cigarette filled with marijuana in the front
ashtray and a sunglass case filled with 18
pills of a controlled substance. The driver
was arrested on charges of unlawful
possession of a controlled substance
and unlawful possession of marijuana.
Two of the passengers were released and
the third, a minor, was detained while
his parents were notified. The vehicle
was impounded and the suspect was
transported to the Carrizales-Rucker
Detention Center.

Jan. 27

9:59 a.m.: A staff member reported that
a university-owned golf cart was stolen
outside Garza Gym. She said the golf cart

was last seen Jan. 24. The golf cart was
valued at $2,000.

Jan. 28

9:40 a.m.: A Brownsville Police
Department officer asked to view camera
surveillance footage after a suspect
in an off-campus indecency with a
child case was seen running toward
the Texas Southmost College campus.
The University Police officer told the
Brownsville officer that the department
does not have access to the cameras on
the TSC campus.

Jan. 29

9:25 p.m.: University Police responded
to the Casa Bella student housing complex
after a resident assistant reported that
a man was staying in an apartment for
women. The officer escorted the RA
supervisor to the apartment. No one
was found in the apartment. The report
was forwarded to the director of student
rights and responsibilities.

Jan. 31

1 p.m.: Two faculty members reported
that $300 in petty cash was stolen from a

desk drawer between Dec. 19 and Jan. 14.
The faculty members said an ex-employee
sent them a text message telling them to
get a black bank bag from her old drawer.
When the faculty members opened the
bag, they found only iPod chargers.

Feb. 1

11:11 a.m.: A University Police officer
was dispatched to the Regional Academic
Health Center where he found a light
pole with a rusted base had broken and
shattered a window to the building.
Physical Plant staff removed the light
pole safely without further damaging
university property.
--Compiled by Amanda Arredondo
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Big dreams for UT-RGV
Students voice their hopes for new university

Michelle Espinoza/Collegian Photos
The UT-Brownsville Indoor Percussion Ensemble leads the Dream Big Rally march across campus
Wednesday. The procession began at the Student Union lawn and ended at the Main Building
courtyard. Dozens of students cheerfully marched in support of the new university during the
rally.

UT-Brownsville’s mascot Ozzie the Ocelot
expresses his dream to be the official school
mascot for the new university.

By Amanda Arredondo
THE COLLEGIAN

An
internationally
accredited
university with a green campus, more
computers in the library and affordable
tuition are some of the dreams UTB
students have for the new University of
Texas-Rio Grande Valley.

The UT-Brownsville Cheer Squad performs
an energetic routine for students during
the Dream Big Rally in the Main Building
courtyard. The university’s Feline Dancers
also performed.

Sophomore Hannah Yunker (right) and senior
Cat Lira, both exercise science majors and
members of UTB Cheer Squad, write down
their dreams for the new University of TexasRio Grande Valley, which is scheduled to
open in Fall 2015. The new university will be
a consolidation of UTB and the University of
Texas Pan American.

Students march across the bridge spanning
the Lozano-Banco Resaca on their way to the
Main Building courtyard.

Accompanied by the UT-Brownsville
Indoor Percussion Ensemble, about
60 students carried “dream” posters
Wednesday during a march from the
Student Union lawn to the Main Building
courtyard, where they participated in the
Dream Big Rally and posted their dreams
on a bulletin board that will be displayed
in front of Cortez Hall 118.

Senior music major Allison Brady jots down her dream for UT-RGV: “To let the music keep going
and playing.” The bulletin board will be placed in Cortez Hall for the rest of the semester.

Student Government Association
President Stephanie Mendez spoke at the
rally.
“Today, I invite you to take pride in your
university and allow yourself to dream of
amazing things you want for UT-RGV,”
Mendez said. “I dream of a university

becoming internationally recognized in
all areas of study and research, where
students are proud to attend … where
everyone feels at home and welcomed,
where students and alumni from UTRGV inspire future generations to earn

See RALLY, Page 7

SGA reaches out Workshops to offer
Spring Break Luau plans under way

FAFSA assistance
By Ana Cavazos
THE COLLEGIAN

Michelle Espinoza/Collegian
Student Government Association Senator Pro Tem Marisol Sanchez strikes the gavel Feb. 3 after
the senate approved buying a banner, candy and other promotional materials. Also shown are
(from left) SGA Vice President of Policy and Procedure Phillip Martinez, President Stephanie
Mendez, Vice President of Public Relations Pedro Rangel and Vice President of Accounting and
Finance Jacqueline Sanchez.

By Anthony Cano
THE COLLEGIAN

The Student Government Association
is taking steps to ensure students know
more about it the organization.
In its second meeting of the semester
Feb. 3, the SGA approved two resolutions
to better inform the student body of its

location and purpose.
The SGA office, located in Student
Union 1.28, has no sign or indication
of the organization inside. The first
resolution allocates $100 to buy a banner
to be placed outside the senate office.
Deliberation on the issue consisted
mainly of the location of the banner in

See SGA, Page 7

Beginning tonight, the Office of
Financial Aid will host “Financial Aid
Nights,” a series of workshops to assist
students with their Free Application
for Federal Student Aid as the March
1 priority deadline for submission
approaches.
“When students come to our workshops
they will get one-on-one assistance. And,
we’ll guide them through the entire
process, so we can transmit and get
that [application] sent off early,” said
Nikkie Hodgson, executive director for
Enrollment Services.
Asked when students should start
applying for financial aid, Hodgson
replied February and March is the right
time to complete the FAFSA.
“I always encourage students to keep
in mind if it’s April or May and they still
haven’t completed it—still get it taken
care of but you may not have it on time to

pay for your tuition and fees in the fall,”
she said.
The process can also be delayed if
corrections need to be made to the

See FAFSA, Page 7
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Go fish!

A fact of life you might
as well learn now
By Victoria Brito
COLUMNIST

W
i
t
h
Valentine’s Day
just
around
the
corner,
many
people
are planning to
celebrate
with
their significant
others. And at the
same time, many
of us singles are absolutely dreading
the day and looking forward only to the
clearance sale of chocolate the day after.
In such a cynical world, many of us,
me included, have just about given up
on love for the time being. But it doesn’t
have to be that way. Your heart is worthy
of love.
You need to stop hunting and start
fishing. What does that mean? I’ll tell you
what it means. You’ve got to quit treating
your heart like it’s the most deadly game.
They say, “There are plenty of fish in the
sea.” So, why do we treat our hearts like
we are hunting for our next heartbreak?
I think it’s safe to say that we’ve all had
our fair share of heartache in our lives.
I have literally stopped counting; it’s too
exhausting.
Last year was rough. After many years
of choosing the wrong men and being
emotionally drained, my dad sat me
down and gave me the best nugget of
wisdom.
“I’m going to tell you what your
problem is,” he said. “You need to stop
hunting and start fishing.”
Think about it. How many times have
you set your sights on someone and you
hunt them down like they’re your prey on
“The Hunger Games”? You put a target

on their back and you won’t stop until
you win.
Hunting is a scary sport. It’s dangerous,
there’s blood, and worst of all, you end
up killing a defenseless creature. I’m not
saying that they’re all innocent victims,
but sometimes a perfectly good heart gets
broken. When you “hunt” for someone,
you unfairly make them your target.
Fishing is something people do to relax.
There is something about being by the
water that is invigorating and refreshing.
Love should also be this relaxing.
When you fish, you cast your bait, wait
for a bite and reel in the fish. You have
just enough time to decide whether you
keep the fish or do a simple “catch and
release.” No harm, no foul. But you need
to release the fish quickly, because if not,
you kill the fish.
Oftentimes, we waste time and energy
on the absolutely wrong relationships.
All the tears, heartaches and wasted
energy can be avoided when you know
when to let go.
When you meet someone, you can’t
rush it. You can’t go from zero to hero
overnight. Love takes time. When you
try to rush is when you “scare” someone
away. Give your heart time to grow.
As students, we have a lot on our plates.
Between balancing school, family, work
and a social life, matters of the heart
can sometimes be the most exhausting
struggle.
This is the time to be happy, full of
life and, most important, loving life to
the fullest. Life and love should not be
something we feel rushed into doing. You
have your whole life to be old, but only a
short time to be young. Enjoy it.
When you look back on your life 20 or
even 50 years from now, do you want to
look back and remember all the time you
spent devastated over unrequited love, or
laughing at all the smiles and memories
you made?
Right now, the world is yours for the
taking. You can spend your days crying
over love or embracing your freedom
and enjoying all that life has to give. The
choice is yours.

THE COLLEGIAN

SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
AT
COLLEGIAN@UTB.EDU

FIND THE MYSTERY WORD!
HINT: term of endearment

How do you feel about Valentine’s Day?

i
THINK

“Well,
because
yourself
feel about
get to get gifts.
Day] is to go out
who but it’s there,

I think it’s good
you get to express
about how you
one another and you
My plan [for Valentine’s
with someone, I don’t know
options are open.”

Erika Longoria
TSC sophomore

“I believe, since I’m single, it’s very
overrated but I would really, really
enjoy it if I was with someone, so
it just depends if you’re single or
not. Right now, by myself [the ideal
Valentine’s Day would be] Netflix,
ice cream, chocolate, that would be
great.”

Kayla Rodriguez

UTB health and human performance
freshman

“Yo pienso que
mercadotécnia
nada más te hacen
Entonces no creo

es
pura
y
que
gastar dinero.
mucho en eso”.

Sergio Gonzalez

Estudiante de segundo año de
psicología

“I think Valentine’s
Day is a very special
day. It’s a time where
you get to spend a day
with your loved one,
have a good dinner,
go to the movies. If
weather is good enough,
out to the park, have a
Things like that. What we had
is to go out to Cheddar’s and
go out to the movies. A romantic
for us every day is Valentine’s Day; I
with gifts and stuff.”

Javier Olivares and Karen Rodriguez

UTB criminal justice sophomore, Math and Science Academy
senior

“Well, Valentine’s Day is a day to express your
feeling toward your loved one and I think this
[shouldn’t] only happen during Valentine’s Day
but every day. So I guess Valentine’s Day is just
taking it one step further.”

Ernesto Hernandez

UTB engineering physics-bioengineering junior

--Compiled by Anthony Cano
--Photos by Alberto Garcia

the
g o
picnic.
planned
maybe
to
comedy maybe,
always surprise her
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What should I major in?

Degree: Chemistry
School: College of Science, Mathematics
and Technology
Prerequisites: Calculus I
Total credit hours needed to
graduate: 120
Assistant Dean of the College
of Science, Mathematics and
Technology
and
Chemistry
and
Environmental
Sciences
Department Assistant Professor:
Henry Moore
What does the chemistry degree
consist of? “The program that we have
here is fairly traditional. We have five
faculty [members] at the moment. …
Each have their specialty in each of the
five main areas of chemistry: organic
chemistry, analytical chemistry, physical
chemistry, biochemistry and inorganic
chemistry. … Four of those five, with the
exception of [biochemistry], are core
major courses. Those are all required
courses that you take that are either one
semester or some of them two-semester
courses, such as organic chemistry. And,
we have biochemistry as an elective. So
for students that would like to go into
the biomedical sciences or biochemical
sciences, they would most likely take that
as an elective to help them move on into
their specialty.”
Which classes can students expect
to take? “Like most of the sciences, the
chemistry degree is pretty broad. You
have to have to take Calculus 1, 2 and 3.
Then, you have to take Physics 1 and 2. You
have some science electives that you can
choose. … You take several math courses,
physics courses … the core [education]
requirements, but then we have electives
and we have environmental chemistry as
an elective. We have biochemistry, as I
mentioned, as an elective. We also have
advanced and organic chemistry.”

Magaly Rosales/Collegian
Senior biology majors Ruben Munguia (right) and Victor Trejo purify a contaminated sample of
benzoic acid in their Organic Chemistry I lab class, which is taught by Associate Professor Wei
Lin.

Which skills will students learn
by the time they graduate? “All
the chemistry majors are required
to perform at least one semester [of]
faculty-supervised
research.
The
students that we have now, they actually
get hands-on experience with the newest
and latest instruments. … The students
that graduate from our program, they
are going to know how to use these
instruments and have actual hands-on
experience with those instruments so,
that way, if they do decide to go into a
career right out of receiving a bachelor
degree, they will have some of that
knowledge and have those skills. We also
teach them the chemistry seminar course.

We teach the students how to write
technical articles, peer-reviewed articles
and to present their research efficiently
and to disseminate that information to
the public.”
What salary can a student expect to
earn after graduation? “Here at UTB,
with the bachelor’s degree, generally you
are going to start somewhere between
$40,000 and $60,000. Now, we really
try to influence our students to not stop
at the bachelor level but to continue on
to a master or even a Ph.D. … We require
our senior students to show proof of
two applications to graduate programs.
… Master’s, [the salary] probably starts
about $60,000. … If you go into industry

with Ph.D., you are looking at starting at
around $100,000 a year.”
What are some possible careers
with this degree: “There are a lot
of opportunities available if you get a
chemistry degree. You don’t have to
just be a chemist. A big field these days
is food chemistry, forensics … quality
assurance, quality control, and you
can go work for the government for
environmental protection … chemical
engineering. High school chemistry
teachers are very sought after people
these days. Pharmacy is a big career for
a chemist to go into and, obviously, here
in Texas the oil, petroleum industry is
huge. In the Houston area there are Dow
Chemical, Shell, Conoco, Exxon--you can
find a number of different companies
… in metropolitan areas. … Or you can
be a chemistry professor; that is a very
rewarding career. Another one I want
to mention is a little bit newer, but it’s
the chemistry of art, the restoration of
old paintings. That’s something that has
kind of started to really take off. … trying
to restore the paintings back to their
original brightness, colors and trying to
reduce the amount of wear and tear on
them based on the environmental factors
and things like that. So, that’s another
big career that is taking off right now as
well.”
Students clubs related to the major:
The Chemical Agents, sponsored by the
American Chemical Society.

For more information about the
chemistry degree, call Moore at
882-5737 or visit the Chemistry and
Environmental Sciences Department
website at http://www.utb.edu/vpaa/
csmt/chemenv/Pages/default.asp
--Compiled by Magaly Rosales

Clubs make a ‘university experience’

Students sign up
for organizations
at Involvement Fair
By Marlane Rodriguez
THE COLLEGIAN

More than 70 students did not let the
cool weather stop them from learning
more about the 15 student organizations
that filled the Casa Bella Clubhouse last
Tuesday.
Freshman nursing major Alexis Del
Bosque was among the students at the
involvement fair. Del Bosque, a Casa
Bella resident, signed up for the Circle K
International Club.
“I think I’m planning on joining, it
seems pretty interesting,” Del Bosque
said.
The Student Involvement Fair,
the second one of the semester, was
sponsored by the Office of Student
Engagement in collaboration with
Residential Life.
Student Engagement Director Heather
Olague said the purpose of the event is to
give clubs the chance to recruit members.
“It’s a way to bring awareness to
our students of the different clubs and
organizations that we offer here on our
campus,” Olague said.
The university conducts two to three

involvement fairs a semester, the first
one being Club Rush, which had about
25 clubs that participated and more than
300 students who attended.
Tuesday night’s fair was the first time
the event was held at Casa Bella, she said.
Olague said the office wanted the event
at Casa Bella, UT-Brownsville’s student
housing complex, because it has more
than 400 residents. Students should join
clubs to improve communication skills
and networking, she said.
“We have clubs that are directly related
to majors, we have social clubs, we have
clubs that are focused on service,” Olague
said. “It provides a mix; that’s what
makes a university experience.”
Del Bosque chose to sign up for CKI
because she likes to help people.
“It keeps me busy,” she said.
Junior biology major Paola Herebia,
an active member of CKI, attended the
event to recruit members.
“We do recycling projects, we do all
sorts of community service projects,”
Herebia said.
The club, which has about 20 members,
also does service projects in Austin and
Dallas.
Herebia told interested students
about club fees, which are $40 annually,
and meetings. The club recruited six
members in one hour.
“Last semester, we recruited about
eight new members who are official
now, and they have been attending every

Marlane Rodriguez /Collegian

Senior marketing majors Leslie Barrientos (left) and Daisy Hernandez recruit sophomore
marketing major Albert Garcia for the American Marketing Association during the Student
Involvement Fair held Tuesday at the Casa Bella Clubhouse.

community service project,” she said.
Senior marketing majors Leslie
Barrientos and Daisy Hernandez and
senior marketing and entrepreneurship
major Elizabeth Charles recruited
sophomore marketing major Albert
Garcia to the American Marketing

Association.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity recruited
four members. Senior psychology
major Philip Martinez, a member of the
organization, said there are more than 10
members in the club.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
campus, and have since offered the
university
additional
enhancement
options that have not been approved. We
are continuing to work hard on finding
a solution to increase capacity and
coverage in the near future.”
Some areas of campus have been
affected more than others.
“If you go to [Main Building] or [the
Biomedical Research Building,] those
bars will quickly drop,” Khan said. “We
had requested AT&T to do it back in
2011, when we were going into BRHP.”
Nikkie Hodgson, executive director
of Enrollment Services and a T-Mobile
customer, is also experiencing issues.
“I have no connection on my cell
phone,” Hodgson said. “Ever since the
start of the year, I’ve had trouble.”
Hodgson’s office is located in Main
Building’s Enrollment Center.
“No calls coming in, nothing coming
in, every now and then a text will come
in, but it just comes and goes,” she said.
“As soon as I leave the building, by the
time I get to my car, they all come in.”
The university said it notified AT&T
of the low cell phone signal nearly three
years ago.
“Our CIO communicated with, I think
it’s either the vice president or the senior
vice president, to tell them about the
problem because our staff had moved
into BRHP and they were getting very
low service from AT&T,” Khan said.
Clair Goldsmith, vice president and

DEAN

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
will be a regional school with students
being at the new building in Edinburg,
as well as the Regional Academic Health
Center in Harlingen,” Kenneth I. Shine,
the UT System executive vice chancellor
for health affairs told The Collegian in a
telephone interview Wednesday. “We’ll
also be working with the [UT] School of
Public Health in Brownsville.”
Shine said the process is moving
forward in terms of planning and
curriculum and there is faculty involved
in doing that. He said the search for the
founding dean of the medical school is
proceeding. That dean will report to the
dean of the school of medicine at the UT
Health Science Center in San Antonio
until the new university is started and
then will report to the new president and
provost of the University of Texas-Rio
Grande Valley.
On Aug. 17, 2012, Shine first announced
plans to expand medical education in
South Texas and graduate the first class
in 2018.
“Applications [for students] are not
going to be considered until 2015 …
for 2016 matriculation and at that time
[students] who want to apply are going
to need to take a close look at what all the
course requirements are and have taken
the proper exams, including the MCATs
before they apply,” he said.
Asked about a local newspaper report
that selection of a new dean for the
medical school has been delayed, Shine
said: “The appointment was never
delayed. That’s nonsense. … There was

chief information officer of Information
Technology Services, said that AT&T
came out and ran tests but did not see the
problems that the users do.
“I just know what they told us,”
Goldsmith said. “They have some
suggestions about things that they might
be able to do. Part of the problem is,
they don’t have, down in this part of the
geographical area, cell towers. We have
what’s called a Cell on Wheels. The COW
is a portable cell tower, if you will. They
could possibly reposition that or offer us
one. The problem with the current COW
is that it really is not ours, it’s provided to
TSC. They would have to agree to move
it.”
Mario Torres, coordinator of employer
relations for UTB’s Career Services
Department, and a T-Mobile customer,
is also having issues. His office is located
in Cortez Hall, which is on the TSC side
of the campus.
“It doesn’t work in here for some
reason,” Torres said. “We have to step
outside of the building to really be able to
use the phone. … There’s something going
on with the building, or something.”
Khan initially contacted AT&T, and
then Goldsmith contacted them.
T-Mobile and Sprint have not been
contacted by the university on the issue,
they said.
“With all these [companies] it’s going
to be an issue of are they willing to make
an investment? Do they see enough
business in the area?” Goldsmith said.
“And because, again, this is on the fringe,
if you will, it’s not something that they
want to invest a lot of money on. And

if you think about it, if you put up a
tower someplace, they can put multiple
antennas on it and get 360 degrees, but
here they’re only going to do 180 degrees
because they’re not going to go into
Mexico.”
Sophomore music education major
Jean-Luc Canas said that he has also had
difficulty with cell phone reception on
campus. His cellular provider is AT&T.
“[My phone] says I’m in Mexico when
I’m [on campus],” Canas said. “It says,
‘Thank you for joining the [network].
To call back to the United States dial …
whatever.’ … You have to pay all this
extra money for data use.”
Other institutions have tried to have
their own towers and negotiations don’t
work out. Goldsmith said he does not
know how much it would cost to install a
tower on campus.
“The ones you see around are done by
the carriers themselves,” he said.
The Biomedical Research Building
is said to have probably the worst cell
reception, according to Goldsmith.
“The interesting thing about that
building is we think one of the reasons
why the signal is low inside the building
is because the building was constructed
to be a green building, a lead building
and so, it’s insulated electrically as well
as other ways from the outside and that
means that the signal does not penetrate
into the building as well as it does old
buildings,” Goldsmith said.
Being close to the border affects where
the towers are located.
“It has everything to do with where
vendors place towers and what kind of

antennas are on those towers and where
they point,” Goldsmith said. “And, they’re
going to try to maximize their dollar and
so they’re going to try to move the tower
further away so that we’ll be at the edge
of the signal rather than move the tower
down to the border where we get the
most because all of that would be going
[to Mexico] and that’s not their area.”
Asked if the low signal has affected
university operations, Goldsmith replied:
“It hasn’t had a major impact, but it’s a
matter of inconvenience, people having
to leave their offices in BRHP to go stand
outside so they can use their cell phones.
So, it’s more a matter of inconvenience,
which turns out to be lost time more than
anything else.”
Besides the COW, Goldsmith is not
aware of any enhancement options that
AT&T has provided.
“I am not aware of anything they’ve
offered,” Goldsmith said. “The Cell on
Wheels is not ours, its TSC’s. Vendors,
unfortunately, are having a hard time
realizing that there’s two of us.”
He said it has been more than a year
since AT&T was contacted about the
issue.
“That’s when I talked to an AT&T vice
president in Austin who is responsible
for down here and he’s the one who got
[corporate] to offer us the thing with the
Cell on Wheels,” Goldsmith said. “And
because of negotiations with TSC and
everything else, we didn’t really feel that
we could move forward with that at that
time.”

no delay whatsoever. There are a large
number of candidates … [who] had to
come to visit … South Texas, where they
had to spend several days visiting both
Brownsville and Pan Am, the RAHC,
hospitals and community leaders.
Asked how many and who are the
candidates for the dean of the medical
school, Shine declined to say.
“I think at that point the individual will
be seen as being an outstanding person to
help found the school … but remember,
we’re hiring a dean here before we have a
president or a provost of a new university
and so it has to be all coordinated among
all the parts but there’s been no delay
whatsoever. I anticipate well within
the next month, an announcement or
introduction of a new dean,” Shine said.
The admissions process will be similar
to other medical schools, including an
admissions committee where there’s
an initial paper review of credentials
to decide who will be interviewed. The
committee will then rank the candidates
in the order appropriate to the medical
school. The applicants would also rank
the medical schools they would like
to attend followed by an electronic
matching to ensure each student goes
to the highest ranked medical school to
which they applied.
Students should strive to do well as
undergraduates.
“We do have a program called
Transformation in Medical Education
and undergraduates have been selected
for that program and I anticipate that
program will, in fact, become part of the
new school. … It’s currently a program
with UT-Medical Branch at Galveston,”

Shine said.
He said the UT System would like to
establish a comprehensive medical school
with more opportunities for students
who want to do primary care, as well as
specialty care. The school will be regional
and involved with health care throughout
the area. The hope is that it will become
research intensive in collaboration with
the faculties at the other two campuses in
Harlingen and Brownsville.
Shine said a search is being conducted
for a director of a diabetes program with
eight faculty positions to begin research
in diabetes and obesity in the region.
Asked about the educational and
economic impact these plans will
have on the Valley, Shine replied:
“Educationally, there will be several
impacts. First, clearly, this will provide
an opportunity for young people in the
Valley to see a medical school [and] learn
about it. I would anticipate they would
have opportunities while in elementary
school, even middle school, to visit the
medical school, to think about medicine
as a career and to have the opportunity,
if they so choose, to go to medical school
without leaving home. Secondly, it is
our hope that a significant number of
these students will decide to practice …
and provide good care to the Valley once
they’ve completed their training.”
With 148 residency positions under
way, a graduate of the school would be
able to complete their residency in the
Valley in most disciplines.
“We anticipate building a research
capability at this school, which will be
good for the medical school and for the
university,” Shine said “… That means

developing projects that bring in research
funding, provide jobs for people who want
to do research, provide opportunities for
technology transfer, so that if there are
ideas, devices, products that develop as
a result of the research, that they can be
further developed in the region and that
would ultimately help with the economic
development that takes place in the
region by virtue of creating companies
that make pharmaceuticals [and] devices,
things of that sort.”
Health-care positions are relatively
high-compensated jobs and opportunities
will exist for education to take place for
teams of providers, or what Shine calls
“health care in the 21st century.”
The ultimate goal is to educate public
health students, nursing students,
physician assistants, pharmacy students
and medical students so that they
understand how to interact with one
another and for that reason, it offers some
powerful opportunities for education.
“We’re operating on a short timeline
to get all of this done and it’s going to
require a lot of hard work by a lot of
people who are working on it,” Shine said.
“It’s got to take place in the environment
in which we’re creating a new university,
so there are many crosscurrents, but I
would emphasize that with the help of
our colleagues at Health Science CenterSan Antonio, the process has been
moving quite smoothly and we anticipate
that we will continue to get really good
collaboration from all of the players in
the community and in the university as
we go forward.”
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FILM

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The movie is about the true story of
New Mexico cowboys Chip Woolley
(Skeet Ulrich), Mark Allen (Christian
Kane) and Leonard “Doc” Blach (William
Devane), who bought a young gelding
named Mine That Bird. After not placing
in nine races, their horse unexpectedly
qualified to compete in and then won the
2009 Kentucky Derby against all odds,
50 to 1 to be exact.
“For me, those stories of underdogs and
long shots and people with big dreams,
you know, nobody gave them a chance
and they prevailed,” Wilson told The
Collegian by telephone from Los Angeles
on Thursday. “Not only did they prevail,
but they just whopped them. I love those
stories. They followed their dreams. …
These guys had a big heart, the horse had

RALLY

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
post-secondary [degrees].”
UT-RGV is being created from the
consolidation of UTB and UT-Pan
American and is scheduled to open in
Fall 2015, followed by the opening of its
medical school in Fall 2016.
The crowd grew to nearly 100 people
in the courtyard, where students were
encouraged to voice their dreams for the
new university by writing them down on
Post-It notes and posters.
“I dream to keep affordable tuition,”

SGA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
regard to the office.
“What we were thinking [is that] we
have an SGA door, so it could be there
or in the front of the building,” SGA
President Stephanie Mendez said. “…
Our office is in the Student Union [and]
we don’t have anything that says ‘SGA,’
student government, so there’s no way
for students to know that’s the SGA
office.”
The banner will include key
information such as the senate’s website,
telephone number, e-mail address and
social media links.
Also approved was a resolution,

FAFSA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
application.
“It’s important to try to get it completed
correctly the first time, because if
something is incorrect, then it has to go
back for corrections,” Hodgson said.
Exercise science senior Albert Medina
has applied for financial aid each of the
last five years and recommends students
complete their applications before the
deadline.
“[Do your application] on time, ’cause
then you’ll be delayed and it will be a lot
more trouble,” Medina said.
Financial aid eligibility depends on the
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a big heart. There is no other explanation
to what happened that day.”
The title of the movie refers to the
chances Mine That Bird had of winning
the derby.
“50 to 1 means that you are a long shot;
that means the chances of winning the
race are one in 50,” said Wilson, who also
directed the film.
After winning the derby, Mine That
Bird continued to race, placing second
in the Preakness Stakes and third in the
Belmont Stakes, both in 2009. The horse
retired from racing in November 2010
after not placing in nine consecutive
races. He lives in Roswell, N.M.
“He is very happy there, he’s got
a beautiful place and he gets a lot of
visitors,” Wilson said. “They got a big
sign and anyone can visit him.”
The movie is scheduled to be released
March 21 in New Mexico and April 4 in
Texas and Louisiana.

Asked if the movie appeals to all
audiences, Wilson replied: “This is a very
broad audience. You either are an animal
lover, you are a horse lover. If you like
sports, if you like horse racing, if you
like relationships, if you are an underdog
lover. I think anyone can enjoy this. It
is rated PG-13, so it’s a family friendly
movie.”
The main cast features Ulrich, who
appeared in “As Good as It Gets,” “The
Craft” and the TV series “Jericho”; Kane
in “Just Married,” “Secondhand Lions”
and “Taxi”; Devane in “Marathon Man,”
“Payback” and “The Dark Knight Rises.”
Madelyn Deutch, who plays the horse
trainer Alex, has appeared in “Mayor
Cupcake.”
Hugo Perez portrays Miguel, a horse
groomer and cowboys’ right hand. Reallife jockey Calvin Borel, who rode Mine
That Bird in the derby, plays himself.
Wilson, Ulrich, Kane, Perez and co-

producer and writer Faith Conroy will
go on tour to promote the movie. Mine
That Bird and the horse that played him
in the movie, Sunday Rest, will also make
appearances in select cities.
The tour will start March 17 in New
Mexico and continue March 22 and 24
in El Paso, March 23 in Albuquerque,
N.M., March 25 in San Antonio, March
27 and 28 in Houston and April 3 and 4
in Dallas.
Wilson and co-producer Kevin
Costner won the Oscar for Best Picture
in 1991 for “Dances with Wolves.” He has
also produced “The Bodyguard,” “The
Postman” and “Mr. Brooks.”
For more information about the film,
visit its website: www.50to1themovie.

read a poster by sophomore biology
major Marie Erwin.
“My dreams for UT-RGV are to keep
affordable education and Greek life,”
Erwin said.
The
rally
featured
spirited
performances by the UTB Cheer Squad,
Feline Dancers and the percussion
ensemble.
Sophomore exercise science major
and cheer squad captain Natalie Serrano
voiced the squad’s dreams for the merger.
“Our goal as one team is to, hopefully,
one day build this up to an athletic
department so we can be competing at an
international level,” Serrano said.

In an interview with The Collegian,
Student Engagement Director Heather
Olague said her dream for the new
university is to see a “100 percent
graduation rate.”
“There’s amazing faculty and staff and
students on both campuses and just being
able to bring that all together, I think, is
an awesome opportunity,” Olague said.
Despite the cool weather, students
stood before a microphone to share their
dreams.
“I have a dream that student
organizations will survive, whether it’s
the cheer team, the dance team, the
drumline,” senior psychology major

Perla Gamez said. “Whoever we are, we
are important, we are the people that
shape lives. We make a difference in this
university and we should continue to be
making that difference.”
Gamez said that being a member of the
Sigma Psi Delta sorority at UTB changed
her life.
“And, I hope that one day it will change
the life for freshmen, for future students,”
she said.
Students may access the virtual Dream
Wall at http://utb.edu/sa/studentlife/
dreambig/index.html.

titled “Outreach,” which authorizes the
senate to spend $200 on candy and
fliers to inform students about the SGA’s
meeting time, date, location, and contact
information. Candy, likely lollipops, will
be attached to the fliers.
“When you give a student a flier,
they’re not going to take it unless it has
something,” Mendez said.
The SGA president also announced
the resignations of Vice President of
Administration Daniel Corona and Vice
President of Historical Archives Eréndira
Santillana for personal reasons.
Mendez said the senate is looking into
appointing someone to those positions in
a timely matter, perhaps as early as next
week’s meeting.
Asked about the requirements for

the positions, Mendez replied, “We
really want students who really have a
passion, for example, that are really into
school, that are really into coming to
these meetings. … It’s really interesting,
I mean, you really get to know a lot of
things going on in the university.
She said the requirements include
having served at least 16 weeks, or one
long semester, as a voting member of
the SGA. Prospective appointees must
also have completed at least 30 semester
credit hours.
Mendez also reported that she attended
a Spring Break Luau planning meeting.
The luau will take place March 5 and will
include free food and information about
partying safely. She said organizers are
seeking volunteers. A bonfire might also

be part of the event.
“So, we want to do the [luau] as the
day event and the bonfire as the evening
event,” she said. “We were thinking of
Casa Bella as one of our locations or
the [Lozano-Banco] Resaca, where the
Student Union lawn is. The main thing
is to find a location where it can be safe
for students. … Right now, we’re in the
planning stage … and the people there
in the Spring Break [Luau] Committee
… really liked the idea, so I’m really
confident that it will happen.”
This week’s meeting is set to include
discussions about the Spring Break
Luau, Mr. Amigo reception, a leadership
conference and SGA elections. The
meeting will take place at 1 p.m. today in
Cortez Hall 118.

student’s income, household size and the
number of family members attending
college. Applicants must be U.S. citizens
or resident aliens.
To date, UT-Brownsville has awarded
nearly $17 million in student aid, said
Hodgson. “This can include grants, loans,
scholarships, work-study.”
Financial Aid Nights are scheduled
from 5 to 7 p.m. today, Feb. 17, 18, 26
and 27 and March 5, 6, 18 and 26 in the
Enrollment Center at the Tower in the
Main Building.
Seven Financial Aid mentors from the
college work-study mentorship program
will conduct the workshops and the
department’s staff will provide assistance

and resolve any questions students may
have about the applications.
Psychology sophomore and workstudy Debbie Mendez will be there to
assist students during the application
process.
“If they have any questions, we are
there to help,” Mendez said.
From 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Feb.22, the
university will host “Super Saturday,”
where students will also receive help
in completing their financial aid
application. The event will also feature a
College Information Fair.
Hodgson said “Super Saturday” is
a Valleywide initiative coordinated
through a group called RGV Focus. The

program tries to reach out to high school
seniors and current university students to
complete their financial aid applications
for Fall 2014.
“All the universities and colleges in the
[Rio Grande] Valley are involved in this,
and our goal is to provide financial aid
awareness and financial aid application
assistance that Saturday,” Nikkie
Hodgson said.
She said there will be drawings for
scholarships, door prizes and some light
refreshments.
“But our main goal is to try to get their
FAFSA completed correctly the first
time,” Hodgson said.

com.

KEEP READING TO FIND THE LETTERS
THAT MAKE UP THE MYSTERY WORD!
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“FIND THE MYSTERY WORD!”
WINNER

CONTEST RULES
1. Pick up a copy of
The Collegian each Monday.
2. Read the paper!
3. Find the single bold
letters within the text of
stories that make up the
mystery word.
4. Find the hint to the mystery word on the opinion
page.

5. if you find the mystery
word, be the first person
to visit our office, located
in Student Union 1.10 and
show us the mystery word
to receive your prize.
6. Participants may win
only once per semester.
7. The winner's photo will
be published in
The Collegian.
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Intramurals Schedule
International
Student of the Week
Registration 		Event Date
Event

Ana Cavazos/Collegian
Name: Nelleke Smits
Age: 21
Major: International Business
Classification: Senior
Hometown: Houten, The Netherlands
Languages she speaks: Dutch,
English and German.
Why did you decide to study here?
“I play soccer, so that’s why I came here.
I just wanted to play soccer at a school
here and I went to a junior college before
and then I came here last year to play
soccer.”
Who contacted you to come to the
university? “The coach contacted me,
so it all went through soccer.”
What are some of the customs
of your country? “I guess when it’s
somebody’s birthday, we give three
kisses on the cheek. You say happy
birthday in Dutch and [you give] one,
two, three [kisses]. … We have a King’s
Day, or Koningsdag, the 27th of April.
It’s like a big party, kind of, celebrating
our country.”
Tell me about some of the
traditional dishes of your country.
“One thing we have in Holland is

pancakes, but not like here, like with
bacon and cheese or almonds and
raisins inside. So, it’s a dinner, kind of,
but they’re like in really big size and you
can put a lot of different types of food in
there. … We have the typical Dutch meal,
which is meat, potatoes and vegetables.
A real typical Dutch meal is boerenkool;
it’s kale, and then you have potatoes, and
then you make a mash potatoes, kind of,
and then you mix that with the kale, and
then you put, like, some bacon.”
What are some of the tourist spots
in your country? “Everybody goes
to Amsterdam, of course. There’s a
lot of touristic places there. You have
the Van Gogh Museum, for example;
the Rijksmuseum is very popular, like
Rembrandt is a pretty famous painter
in there. We have the drugs and, of
course, you have the red light district,
for example, and there’s Kinderdijk [a
village where] there’s a lot of windmills.
There’s a small place called Volendam,
where they use traditional clothing; they
still wear that so people can [go] see.”
What differences and similarities
do you find between your country
and the United States?
“I guess the difference is the language,
first of all, and the United States is a lot
bigger. Holland is [small]. I live in the
center of Holland; it’s two hours from
east to west and two hours from north to
south, and I’ve seen the whole country.
So, compared to the United States, it’s
like such a small country.”
What are some of the wrong ideas
people have about your country?
“Everybody knows Amsterdam and
everybody thinks that everybody is high in
Holland all the time, smokes weed every
day. That’s definitely a misconception. …
They think people wear clogs in Holland,
you know, the wooden shoes. I think a
lot of people think that we wear that in
Holland and that’s not true, either.”
--Compiled by Ana Cavazos

If you’re interested in being featured in
International Student of the Week,
call 882-5143.

Deadline

Basketball League
Men’s, Women’s, Co-ed

Dodgeball Tournament
Men’s Women’s, Co-ed
Flag Football Tournament
Men’s, Women’s, Co-ed
Soccer League
Men’s, Women’s Co-ed

Co-ed
Softball Tournament
Co-ed
Ultimate Frisbee
Tournament

Jan. 27-March 4
Games will be on Mondays
and Tuesdays
Co-Ed: 6 p.m. Monday,
Women’s: 8p.m. Monday,
7 p.m. Tuesday
Men’s: 7 and 9 p.m. Monday,
8 and 9 p.m. Tuesday

5 p.m. Feb. 20

2 p.m. Feb. 21

5 p.m. March 20

2 p.m. March 21

5 p.m. April 11

April 15 – May 1
Games will be on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
Co-Ed: 9 p.m. Tuesday,
8 p.m. Thursday
Women’s: 8 p.m. Tuesday,
7 p.m. Wednesday
Men’s: 7 p.m. Tuesday, 8 and 9 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 and 9 p.m. Thursday

5 p.m. April 17

2 p.m. April 18

4 p.m. April 21

7 p.m. April 21
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Pa. vendor was possible
backdoor to Target data
NEW YORK--(AP) The hackers
who stole millions of debit and credit
card numbers from Target’s computer
systems may have gained access by first
infiltrating the network of a western
Pennsylvania heating and refrigeration
contractor.
Fazio Mechanical Services Inc., of
Sharpsburg, Pa., issued the statement
late Thursday saying it was the victim of
a “sophisticated cyberattack operation.”
The statement came days after Internet
security bloggers identified it as the thirdparty vendor through which hackers
accessed Target’s computer systems.
Target has said it believes hackers
initially gained access to its vast computer
network through one of its vendors.
Once inside, the hackers moved through

the retailer’s network and eventually
installed malicious software into the
company’s point-of-sale system.
The series of hacks, experts believe,
gave thieves access about 40 million
debit and credit card numbers and the
personal information, including names,
e-mail addresses, phone numbers and
home addresses of as many as 70 million
customers. Target has said the data
was pilfered during the busy holiday
shopping season.
The new details about Target’s
breach illustrate just how vulnerable
large corporations have become as they
expand and connect computer networks
to offer greater convenience and increase
productivity.
U.S. Secret Service spokesman Brian

Leary confirmed that Fazio Mechanical
Services is being investigated, but
wouldn’t provide details.
Molly
Snyder,
spokeswoman
for
Minneapolis-based
Target,
declined comment citing the ongoing
investigation.
Federal prosecutors in Pittsburgh
referred calls to their counterparts in
Minnesota, where Assistant U.S. Attorney
Steve Schleicher, acting criminal division
chief, declined comment on the Fazio
link, in particular, and the overall
investigation.
“Like Target, we are a victim of a
sophisticated cyberattack operation,”
Ross Fazio, the company’s president
and owner, said in a statement. Fazio’s
company is cooperating with the Secret

Service and Target to identify the possible
cause of the breach, he said.
Fazio Mechanical Services also denied
reports on blogs and other outlets that
said the company remotely monitored
heating, cooling and refrigeration for
Target, which has about 1,800 stores
nationwide.
Fazio said in the statement that his
company has an electronic connection
with Target, which it uses to submit bills
and contract proposals.
In the weeks since Target disclosed the
breach, banks, credit unions and other
card issuers have cancelled and reissued
cards, closed transactions or accounts,
and refunded credit card holders for
transactions made with the stolen data.
Target has said its customers won’t be
responsible for any losses.
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Peddling proposal on hold
Girl Scouts’ cookie
sales and others
could be affected
By Victoria Brito
THE COLLEGIAN

What defines a peddler is a topic of
discussion at City Hall and door-to-door
sales may soon be affected.
On Tuesday, the Brownsville City
Commission tabled action on a proposed
ordinance that would regulate door-todoor sales.
The question now is, do the Girl Scouts
fall under the “peddlers” category?
According to the proposed ordinance,
“a peddler is a person who goes from
residence to residence in an attempt to
make personal contact with a resident
without prior invitation or appointment
for the purpose of peddling. The term
‘peddler’ includes a supervisor who is in
the immediate vicinity of the peddling
activity.”
Assistant City Attorney John Chosy
said the ordinance would require all
“peddlers” to buy a $10 sales permit to
be allowed to conduct door-to-door sales.
“The ordinance that you have in front
of you was a joint project between myself
and primarily Cmdr. [Henry] Etheridge
with the Brownsville Police Department,”
Chosy said. “Basically, we’re replacing
the current ordinance on peddlers; it
was obsolete. It referred a couple of
references to the city tax office which, of
course, we don’t have anymore.”
The proposal calls for door-to-door
sales to take place only from 10 a.m. to
7 p.m.

“Girl Scouts, for example, they want to
sell cookies door to door. A responsible
adult has to get a permit, it’s 10 bucks.
You know, worst comes to worst, the
chief can waive the $10, I suppose,”
Chosy said. “But when the youth and
children are out knocking on doors, there
has to be a responsible adult with them at
all times.”
Chosy said the police chief has the
discretion to waive the fee.
“Did you say that Girl Scouts are going
to have to file for a $10 permit?” District
2 Commissioner Jessica Tetreau-Kalifa
asked.
“We’re not picking on the Girl Scouts,”
Chosy replied.
Commissioner at Large “A” Estela
Chavez-Vasquez then asked if children
who fundraise for their school via catalog
sales are also considered peddlers.
“We should reconsider that part
because I know there’s a lot of schoolaged children that go with their parents,”
Chavez-Vasquez said.
District 1 Commissioner Ricardo
Longoria then asked Chosy if there is a
[difference] between fundraising and
peddling.
“The Girl Scouts aren’t peddling their
cookies, their fundraising for their
activities,” Longoria said. “So legally, is
there a [difference] between fundraising
and peddling?”
Chosy said that in the ordinance there
is no differentiation between peddling
and fundraising.
“If the Girl Scouts are going door
to door selling their cookies, they are
peddling in this ordinance,” Chosy said.
Longoria then asked what the
Brownsville Police Department is going
to do when they have hundreds of Girl

Michelle Espinoza/Collegian

Assistant City Attorney John Chosy explains a proposed ordinance regulating door-to-door sales
during Tuesday’s Brownsville City Commission meeting. The commission tabled action on the
proposal. Also shown is Brownsville Police Department Cmdr. Henry Etheridge.

Scouts applying for permits.
Chavez-Vazquez said that the bigger
issue will be among elementary school
fundraisers.
“That’s where I’m having a little bit
of concern,” Chavez-Vasquez said. “And
maybe we can look at the ordinance
to revisit those kinds of situations, as
opposed to someone who is selling
something for their own personal gain.”
Chosy then emphasized that he is not
picking on the Girl Scouts and that not
every scout is required to have a permit.
“The group leader would have to go to
the police chief to get a permit,” he said.
“The fee is 10 bucks, which the chief can
waive. But that would mean we have

some control of who’s going door to door
selling.”
Other cities regulate peddling and
Chosy said that five or six similar
ordinances from other cities were used
when drafting the ordinance.
A motion made by Chavez-Vasquez
to table the ordinance, and seconded by
Tetreau-Kalifa, passed unanimously.
The commission took no action in open
session regarding the possible exchange
of property with the UT-Brownsville
and/or Texas Southmost College, an item
that was discussed in executive session.
The next meeting of the commission
will be at 6 p.m. Feb. 18 in City Hall.

Club Spotlight

Name: Circle K International
Purpose: Developing college and
university students into a global network
of responsible citizens and leaders with a
lifelong commitment to service.
President: Brandon Muñiz
Vice President: Christian Muñoz
Secretary: Frank Guevara
Treasurer: Karla Boeta
Editor: Adalberto Lara
Adviser: Douglas Stoves, dean of
students
Community
service:
Keep
Brownsville Beautiful events, Boo at the
Zoo, Boys and Girls Club-Alternative
Spring Break, Zoo Nights & Lights, Palo
Alto Battlefield National Historic Park’s
annual Memorial Illumination and the
Harlingen Humane Society.
Meetings: 5:30 p.m. the first and third
Friday of the month in Sabal Hall 2.106
For more information: access
https://www.facebook.com/CKIUTB
Compiled by Amanda Arredondo

Michelle Espinoza/Collegian
Members of Circle K International include (front row, from left) Paola Herebia, Andrea Montenegro, Maribel Zuniga and Secretary Frank Guevara.
Middle row: Alexandra Zamora, Marco Gutierrez, Humberto Ramos and Reyna Nevarez. Back row: President Brandon Muñiz and Vicente Martinez.

If you would like
your club to be
featured, call
882-5143.
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Pop culture: captor of the mind and heart
By Alberto Garcia
THE COLLEGIAN

Pop culture exists in this world as
cultural activities and commercial
products that reflect the tastes of the
general masses of people. Pop culture
is the reason why people have the same
song stuck in their head that annoys the
heck out of you, the reason why fashion
trends begin and people revert to labels
for themselves and for their peers, giving
rise to the prep and the punk, and the
reason why people jump on a specific
bandwagon and affiliate their lives with
a certain art, object or idea.
Everyone claims to have a favorite
movie, book, song, actor, fashion, etc.
and, consequently, a popularity battle
ensues among these when organizations
recognize the year’s best motion picture,
the musical artist/album of the year
or a literary work that is worthy of the
prestigious Pulitzer or Nobel prizes.
Pop culture has become a way of life.
Relative and informational subjects such
as politics and economics have become
increasingly trivial as more attention
is directed to the guilty pleasures and
hobbies that people develop because of
pop culture. Today’s youth and Internetinspired society seem more interested
in finding out things like what new
antics Kim Kardashian and Kanye West
are involved in, who embodied the new
doctor on “Doctor Who” or deciding
whether they are rooting for the glittery
fang-boy (Team Edward) or the wannabe
wolf-hunk (Team Jacob) of the “Twilight”
film series.

When you think about it, the
information that we choose to fuel our
brains with, other than the required
information we absorb from work
and school, is for the most part just an

overload of junk. However, at the end of
the day, when all you want to do is kick
back and enjoy some leisure time, maybe
catching up with your favorite chemist
on “Breaking Bad” or watching the brave

sheriff endure a zombie apocalypse on
“The Walking Dead” may become the
perfect dose of amusement that will
satisfy our need for pop culture.
This is not a rant. In no way do I bash
pop culture for what it is. I’m guilty of
falling victim to its wonder. Film and
music became captors of my mind and
heart and, believe me folks, Stockholm
syndrome is very real; I identified with
my captors and they now encompass the
responsibility of being the main joy in
my leisure life. I feel safe, creative and
unstoppable when film and music make
themselves present in my day-to-day life.
I mentioned that pop culture is a
way of life. We all encounter it and are
surrounded by it no matter where we
turn. We create hobbies to cater to the
needs of our own amusement.
We all have hobbies. Hobbies become
our escape from the routine days that
tend to be consumed by extensive hours
of focusing on responsibilities. Common
hobbies include sports and outdoor
activities as well as experimenting with
food recipes or even artistic drawing.
With hobbies created out of pop culture,
however, I believe that we create a
particularly unique cave. In our cave, all
of our favorite objects from pop culture
dwell as aesthetic fantasies intertwining
to create the amusement that captivates
our mind and heart.
Fill your cave, your dwelling, or
whatever you choose to call the space you
enter when you choose to escape from
the norm with anything you wish. That
is the beauty of pop culture. It provides
the tools for the creation of your own
amusement.

King’s children battling over estate
ATLANTA (AP)--Facing the latest in a
string of legal battles with her brothers,
the daughter of Martin Luther King Jr. is
seeking to portray herself as the true heir
to her father’s legacy.
Bernice King was outspoken last
week in her opposition to what she
said is a plan by her brothers, Dexter
King and Martin Luther King III, to sell
their father’s Nobel Peace Prize medal
and personal traveling Bible. Bernice
has possession of both items, and her
brothers asked a judge last week to order
her to turn them over.
“I take this strong position for my
father because Daddy is not here to say
for himself, ‘My Bible and my medals
are not to be sold,’” she said at a news
conference Thursday from the pulpit of
the historic Ebenezer Baptist Church
where her father and grandfather were
pastors.
“When the record books are written,
let it be said that there was at least one
heir who tried to further the legacy,” she
later added.
King’s heirs agreed in 1995 to sign
over rights for many inherited items
to the Estate of Martin Luther King Jr.
Inc., the brothers’ complaint filed in a
court in Atlanta says. Bernice King has
repeatedly acknowledged the validity
of that agreement, but is now refusing
to hand over the Bible and medal, the
complaint says.
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
was
assassinated in 1968. His widow, Coretta
Scott King, died in 2006.
The King children have profited from
their father’s legacy. In 2006, Sotheby’s
auctioned off 10,000 documents from
their collection for $32 million, with the
siblings receiving equal shares of the

money.
They also haven’t shied from legal
battles that push their family disputes
into the public eye--struggles that many
believe have tarnished the family name.
David J. Garrow, a historian
whose book “Bearing the Cross:
Martin Luther King Jr. and the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference” won
the 1987 Pulitzer Prize, said he wasn’t
“surprised in the slightest” to hear about
the latest fight among the King heirs.
“The agenda has always been greed,”
Garrow said. “It’s been about maximizing
the dollar value of Dr. King’s legacy.”
While their mother was alive, the King
children had periods of not speaking
to each other, but they mostly kept
disagreements to themselves. After their
mother died in January 2006, it was the
oldest daughter, Yolanda, who held the
siblings together. But when Yolanda died
in May 2007, that glue was gone.
Just over a year after Yolanda’s death,
the long-simmering dispute between the
three remaining children boiled over,
with three lawsuits filed between the
siblings in as many months. The disputes
between the three have mostly involved
aspects of control of their parents’
legacy, and most often in the past, the
fights pitted Bernice and Martin against
Dexter.
Bernice said she’s aware that many
people may roll their eyes and say, “Here
the King children go again.” But this time
is different, she said. These two items
are sacred and reflect the very essence
of their father: a man of God and a
champion of peaceful protest.
In response to repeated e-mails and
calls, a lawyer for the King estate, which is
controlled by Dexter and Martin III, sent

a copy of the 1995 agreement among the
siblings. The lawyer offered no comment.
Garrow, the historian, said King’s Bible
should go to a museum or somewhere it
can be seen by everyone.
“The fundamental bottom line here is
that the King children have no clue what
their father’s legacy really means,” the
historian said. “Martin Luther King Jr.
was the most unselfish, ungreedy person
who ever lived.”
Bernice said she loves her brothers and

cannot explain why she disagrees with
them on certain issues. Despite public
opinion, she said, they do not take legal
action against each other lightly and use
it only as a last resort.
She said she hopes they will be able
to reconcile in the future and offered an
apology to her parents, adding, “I believe
that one day we will set the example you
hoped we would provide.”

Star light, star bright

Amanda Arredondo/Collegian
Senior physics major Wahltyn Rattray sets up a telescope used for the Astronomy in the
Park event, held Jan. 31 in Resaca de la Palma State Park.
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¿Qué especialidad elegiré?

Especialización: Química
Facultad: Facultad de ciencias,
matemáticas y tecnología
Requisitos: Cálculo I
Número de horas de créditos
necesarias para graduación: 120
Decano asistente de la facultad de
ciencias, matemáticas y tecnología
y profesor del departamento de
ciencias químicas y ambientales:
Henry Moore
¿De qué consiste la especialización
de química? “El programa que
tenemos es muy tradicional. Tenemos
cinco profesores al momento. … Cada
quien tiene su especialidad en cada una
de las cinco áreas principal de química:
química orgánica, química analítica,
química física, bioquímica y química
inorgánica. … Cuatro de esas cinco, con la
excepción de [bioquímica], son materias
esenciales. Son materias requeridas que
se toman en un semestre o algunas de
ellas en dos semestres, como química
orgánica. Tenemos bioquímica como
una materia opcional. Si los estudiantes
quieren estudiar ciencias biomédicas o
bioquímicas, tomarían esa material para
ayudarles en esa especialidad”.
¿Qué clases se pueden esperar que
tomen los estudiantes? “Como las
demás ciencias, la química es un área
muy general. Tienes que tomar cálculo 1,
2 y 3. Después, tomas física 1 y 2. Tienes
que tomar clases electivas de ciencias las
cuales puedes escoger. … Tomas varias
clases de matemática, física… materias
requeridas de educación, pero después
tenemos las materias opcionales como
química ambiental. Tenemos bioquímica,
como ya lo mencioné. También tenemos
química avanzada y orgánica.”
¿Qué habilidades aprenderán los
estudiantes para el tiempo que se
gradúen? “Todos los estudiantes de
química tienen requerido realizar, por lo

menos por un semestre, una investigación
supervisada por un miembro del
profesorado. Los estudiantes que tenemos
ahora, tienen experiencia práctica con
los instrumentos más nuevos. … Los
estudiantes que se gradúan de nuestro
programa, van a saber cómo usar
estos instrumentos y tener experiencia
práctica, de esa manera, si deciden
conseguir un trabajo recientemente
después de graduarse, tendrán esa
habilidad. También les enseñamos
como escribir artículos técnicos, como
presentarlos eficientemente y diseminar
la información al público.”
¿Qué salario pueden esperar los
estudiantes al graduarse? “Aquí en
UTB, con una titulación, generalmente tu
salario puede comenzar entre $40,000
and $60,000. Tratamos de influenciar
a nuestros estudiantes a que continúen
su educación con una maestría o hasta
con un doctorado. … Les requerimos a
nuestros estudiantes de cuarto año que
demuestren prueba de dos solicitudes
a programas de postgrado. … Con una
maestría [el salario] probablemente
empezaría con $60,000. … Si entras a
la industria con un doctorado, sería de
$100,000 al año”.
¿Cuáles son posibles profesiones
en esta carrera? “Hay varias
oportunidades disponibles si tienes una
carrera en química. No tienes que ser un
químico. Un campo muy grande en estos
días es la química de comida, ciencia
forense… control de calidad, y puedes
trabajar para el gobierno en protección
ambiental… ingeniería química. Los
maestros de química a nivel preparatoria
son gente muy buscada estos días. La
farmacéutica es una carrera a la cual un
químico puede ejercer y, obviamente,
aquí en Texas la industria de petróleo
es una industria gigante. En el área de
Houston está Dow Chemical, Shell,

Magaly Rosales/Collegian

Estudiantes de biología de cuarto año Marlene Vasquez y Marilyn Garcia miden el nivel de agua
en un cilindro graduado en la clase de laboratorio de química orgánica I, la cual es enseñada
por el profesor Wei Lin.

Conoco, Exxon--puedes encontrar varias
compañías… en áreas metropolitanas.
… O puedes ejercer como profesor de
química. Otra que quiero mencionar es
un poco más reciente, pero es la química
del arte, la restauración de pinturas
viejas. Eso es algo que ha empezado a
despegar. … tratar de restaurar pinturas
de regreso a su brillo y colores originales
y tratar de reducir la cantidad de uso
basado en los factores ambientales”.
Organizaciones
estudiantiles
relacionadas con la especialización:
Los agentes químicos, patrocinados por
la sociedad de química americana.
Para más información sobre la
especialización de química, llame a

Moore al 882-5737 o visite la página
Web del departamento de ciencias
químicas y ambientales en http://www.
utb.edu/vpaa/csmt/chemenv/Pages/
default.asp
--Recopilado por Magaly Rosales
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Apostando en el ganador
Por Magaly Rosales

Productor describe película nueva,’50 to1’

EDITORA DE ESPAÑOL

Si te gustan los caballos, vaqueros y
las apuestas de carreras, tal vez quieras
ver “50 to 1,” por productor ganador del
Oscar Jim Wilson.
La película narra la historia verdadera
de tres vaqueros de Nuevo México, Chip
Woolley (Skeet Ulrich), Mark Allen
(Christian Kane) y Leonard “Doc” Blach
(William Devane), quienes compraron
un caballo llamado Mine That Bird.
Después de no calificar en nueve
carreras, el caballo inexplicadamente
calificó para competir y después ganar
el derbi Kentucky 2009 contra todas
posibilidades.
“Para mí, esas historias de concursantes
inferiores y de gente con grandes sueños,
sabes, nadie les da la oportunidad de
prevaler,” le dijo Wilson a The Collegian
por teléfono desde Los Angeles el jueves.
“No solo prevalieron, pero los derrotaron.
Amo ese tipo de historias. Siguieron sus
sueños. … Estos hombres tenían un gran
corazón, el caballo tuvo un gran corazón.
No hay otra explicación para lo que pasó
ese día”.
El título de la película se refiere a las
posibilidades que tuvo Mine That Bird
de ganar el derbi.
“50 a 1 significa que tienes gran
desventaja; eso significa que las
posibilidades de ganar la carrera son de
una a 50”, dijo Wilson, quien también
dirigió la película.
Después de ganar el derbi, Mine That

Foto de Cortesía

Chip Woolley, actuado por Skeet Ulrich, tiene una plática con su caballo de carreras Mine That
Bird en una escena de la película, “50 to 1.”

Bird continuó compitiendo, ganando
segundo lugar en Preakness Stakes y
tercero en Belmont Stakes, ambos en el
2009. El caballo se retiró de las carreras
en noviembre del 2010 después de no
calificar en nueve carreras consecutivas.
Él vive en Roswell, N.M.
“Él está muy feliz ahí, vive en un lugar
hermoso y tiene muchos visitantes”,
Wilson dijo. “Tienen un gran letrero y
cualquiera puede visitarlo.”
La película está programada para ser
estrenada en marzo 21 en Nuevo México

y abril 4 en Texas y Luisiana.
Cuando se le preguntó si la película
atraerá a todas las audiencias, Wilson
contestó: “Esta es una audiencia general.
O eres un amante de los animales, o de
los caballos. Si te gustan los deportes,
si te gustan las carreras de caballos,
si te gustan las relaciones... Creo que
cualquiera puede disfrutar de esta
película. Está clasificada como PG-13, es
una película familiar”.
El elenco principal incluye a Ulrich,
quien actuó “As Good as It Gets,” “The

Craft” y la serie de television “Jericho”;
Kane en “Just Married,” “Secondhand
Lions” y “Taxi”; Devane en “Marathon
Man,” “Payback” y “The Dark Knight
Rises.”
Madelyn
Deutch,
quien
personifica a la entrenadora de caballos
Alex, ha actuado en“Mayor Cupcake.”
Hugo Perez, quien personifica a
Miguel, es un mozo de caballos y la mano
derecha de los vaqueros. Jinete en vida
real Calvin Borel, quien cabalgó a Mine
That Bird en el derbi, es sí mismo en la
película.
Wilson, Ulrich, Kane, Perez y coproductora y escritora Faith Conroy
viajarán en una gira para promover la
película. Mine That Bird y el caballo
quien actuó como él en la película,
Sunday Rest, también aparecerán en
ciertas ciudades.
La gira empezará en marzo 17 en Nuevo
México y continuará en marzo 22 y 24 en
El Paso, marzo 23 en Albuquerque, N.M.,
marzo 25 en San Antonio, marzo 27 y 28
en Houston y abril 3 y 4 en Dallas.
Wilson, junto con co-productor Kevin
Costner, ganó el Oscar a la mejor película
en 1991 por “Dances with Wolves.”
También produjo “The Bodyguard,”
“The Postman” y “Mr. Brooks.”
Para
más
información
sobre
la película, visita la página Web:

www.50to1themovie.com.
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36-hole Jack Brown tournament is first of the semester

Photo Courtesy UTB Athletics

UT-Brownsville golfer Angela Zepeda practices earlier this semester.

By Michelle Espinoza
THE COLLEGIAN

The UT-Brownsville Women’s Golf
Team will compete today and Tuesday
at the Jack Brown Memorial Golf
Tournament, hosted by Texas A&M
International University at the Laredo
Country Club.
Veronica Vasquez, Liz Garza, Angela
Zepeda and Paulette Tostado will play
in the two-day tournament, which is the
first of the semester for the team.
“I expect good results, obviously.
They practice hard, they’ve worked hard
and if they can put it all together for two
days, I see them finishing right at the
top,” UT-Brownsville Golf Coach Daniel
Hayden replied when asked about his
expectations for the team.
UTB will face off against eight other
teams, including its biggest rivals, Texas
A&M University-Kingsville and Western
Texas College in Snyder.
“Between those two programs, they’ll
be at the top of the leaderboard,” he said.

“We just hope that we can compete with
them and then there’s no reason why
we’re not up there as well.”
The women will have back-to-back
tournaments when they join the men’s
Feb. 16 and 17 in Victoria for the Claud
Jacobs Collegiate Invitational hosted by
the University of Houston-Victoria.
Asked how she feels going into the
tournament, Tostado told The Collegian,
“I believe that the girls’ golf team and
I will perform well, because we have
been under a lot of pressure in practice.
Therefore, in the tournament, where
there will be a lot more pressure, we will
be able to deliver a good score.”
Asked who she believes is UTB’s biggest
rival in the Laredo tournament, Tostado
replied, “I don’t feel that they’re rivals, if
not, just competitors and I feel like every
school has an equal opportunity to be our
competitors. I don’t see anyone above
another school. … If you’re not there,
mentally prepared and being positive,
that can just throw away your whole
entire round, which is horrible.”

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Name: Michael Fasci
Classification: Sophomore
Major: Government
Sport: Golf
Hometown: Houston
Who is your favorite athlete? “Fred
Couples, definitely my favorite golfer,
athlete, all-around.” Couples, who has
won 15 PGA tours, has been inducted
into the World Golf Hall of Fame and the
Texas Sports Hall of Fame.
Who is your role model? “I’d say my
big brother. I’ve always looked up to him
ever since I was a kid, so yeah, definitely,
my big brother. Growing up, we’re pretty
close in age. We’re like three years apart,
so I would just kinda like do whatever
he did. I would always copy, like, ‘Oh,
my big brother did this, so I’m gonna do
this,’ so I just always looked up to him.”
What is the best advice you’ve been

given and by whom? “My parents just
always told me I could be anything I want
to be if I really apply myself. You know,
just never sell myself short and settle.
Just whatever I want know, just apply
myself and go get it.”
What do you like to do for fun? “Play
golf, fish, but golf is my thing.”
When did you begin playing golf
and why did you start playing?
“When I was little, as long as I can
remember--since I started walking--I
would go with my dad to the golf course
and my brother and I guess just seeing
him and my brother play, I would be like,
‘Oh, I want to do that, too.’ So at a really
young age I started playing tournaments
and like playing with them and stuff and
just stuck with it. So I got addicted at a
young age.”
Did you play in high school and did
you get any awards? “Yeah, I played
in high school[Edinburg and Cy-Fair
High School in Houston]. I qualified for
regionals all four years and I had some
wins during the regular season, so it was
a successful high school career. It was
fun.”
What is your favorite movie? “‘Big
Fish.’ It just has a lot of meaning, beyond
what you see. You can take a lot from it.”
What are your goals for the season?
“I want to get some wins, definitely. I
want to start putting some wins under
my belt and do as much as I can to help
the team.”
Is there a song that gets your head
in the game? “‘I listen to a lot of reggae
music, so I guess just reggae music in
general kinda puts me in my zone and
chills me out.”
--Compiled by Michelle Espinoza
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